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We shall say that a nonlinear first-order system (S): zil =S(t, x, ti, a,‘, 
~(0, x) = U(x), where x= (xi, x2 ,..., x, ), u = (u’, u*,...> rP),f= (f’,~*,.J”“) 
is symmetric if the m x m matrix [2fi/2~ik] is symmetric for each 
k = I, Z,..., n  We derive two quasi-linear symmetric first-order systems (3’) 
and (S”), associated with the system (S), such that whenever solutions exist 
for (S’) and solutions of (S”) are unique, then solutions exist for (§). If in 
addition, solutions of (S’) are unique, then solutions of (S) are unique. This 
enables one to apply results on quasi-linear symmetric systems to the 
nonlinear system (S); see Kato, 14, 51. 
Assume f is of class C(I) To obtain the system (S’), set U, =f(t, x3 u,p), . 
where p= (pi ,p2: .. . . p,), pk = (p:,pi ,..., p:), with pk occupying the place of 
axk3 pji the place of z&. Then set (3pk/&) = (2uJ2xJ and replace (apj/ax,) 
by (2pPk/axj) in the resulting expression for (apk/at). Iffis of class C”’ and 
(S’) has a solution fclass C(i), then we obtain the system (S”) by writing 
out the expressions for(2a,/2t) and (8ij,j/2t), where ok = (2u/2x,) -pk and 
yi,j = (2pi/2xj) - (apJaxJ. Then (A”‘) is linear first-order symmetric. Since 
;§“) is obtained as it is, the fact hat solutions of (S”) are unique would 
imply that p = U, whenever (u,p) is a solution f(S’), which would imply 
that u is a solution f(A’). Notice that he system (S’) consists ofm(n + I) 
single equations, and (S”) consists ofmn(n + 1) single equations. Notice 
also that we mix subscript notation with the 2 notation for partial 
derivatives; it seems to yield greater readability. 
The derivation of the system (S”) is the only part of this procedure that is 
at all complicated, and it depends on the following elementary but not totally 
familiar fact: 
Immia. Let X, Y, 2, W be Banach spaces, Let A be an open set fs2 
X x Y x Z, and let fbe a class C(” map from A into W. Then [f,,(P) k]
if,,(P) h]k for P E A, h E X, k E Y. If we write, asis natural, 
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then this becomes 
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fnW[k hl =fz,V’)[k kl. 
Proof. The proof is routine and is omitted. 
It is very tempting to state that f,, =fi2, but this is not true without 
careful qualification. We have seen this tatement inprint, however. It is 
helpful torealize that 
[fd’)~l h = Lf,(.>hlz Wk [f,,(P)hl k= V-i(e>kl, (P>h- 
Confusion about fi2, f2i is most likely tooccur when X = Y = Rn, which is 
exactly where we will be encountering theproblem. The above lemma and 
discussion s the only place that we will use numerical subscript no ation for 
partial derivatives. B cause of the large number of variables, we now return 
to the use of literal place-holders. 
We now want to define our problem ore carefully. It will be clear that 
other settings are possible; we choose one which will yield existence and 
uniqueness ofsolutions which are global in space and local in time. 
Let V be an open set in Rm, W an open set in R”“, T > 0, f a class C(*) 
function from [0, T) x R” x V x W into R”, and U a class C’*’ function 
from R” into R”. Then (S) denotes the system 
u, =f(t, 4 u, u,), u(0, x) = U(x). 
We use the notation x = (xi, x2 ,..., x,), u= (ur, u2 ,..., um),f= (f’,f* ,..., f”), 
and we assume that the m x m matrix [8fi/&j,,] is symmetric for each 
k = 1, 2 ,..., n  
Now (5”) denotes the system 
u, =f(t, x, U,P), up, x) = U(x), 
(+,/at) =f,, +f, Pk + ~fp,(aPk/aXs), Pk(O, x) = ‘X,(x>, 
where we use the notation p = (p1,p2 ,..., p,), pk = (p:,pi ,..., pr), with pi 
occupying the same place as u&+ in the argument off. Our assumption the 
matrix [afi/&&,] implies that he system (S’) is symmetric; see [4,5]. 
Assuming that (5”) has a solution (u,p) which is of class C(l), we define 
the system (5”‘) as follows: 
(8ak/at) =fuak + ~fpsYs,k5 a,(O, x)= 0; 
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+ zfp,pj[Yr,j, aPkIaXsl ; 
s,i 
Yr,k@ xl = 0. 
Again, our assumption on the m X m matrix [~?f ‘/&& implies the 
symmetry of the system. Observe that elk = 0: ?/r,k = 0 is a sdution of (S”). 
THEOREM. Assume that he system (S’) has a solution (u,p), dh u and 
p of class Cc*‘. Then a solution of (S”) is given by 
ProoJ 
Y r,k = (aP,/axk) - @k/aX,)’ 
Subtracting 
(ask/at>. 
from this the equation for (8pk/&), we get the equation 5x 
(aPk/aX,h = a(Pk)l/aXr 
+ ~fpg,(i@kiaxs> + ~fp,(aZ~kiaXsaxr~ 
s s 
+fxku(auiaxr) +dfui;, lauiaxrY Pk i 




+ 2 fpgj PPj/ax, j apkjaX, 1. 
j,s 
If we reverse r and k, we get an expression for (ap,/3x,),. If we subtract 
our expression f r(ap,/ax,), from this, then we get the correct expression f r 
(aYr,k/at). Careand our lemma on mixed second-order pa tial derivatives 
must be used in combining several of the terms. An additional trick is 
necessary for subtracting thelast erm of one equation from the last erm of 
the other; itis the following: 
s J 
= ~&gj[a&/axj7 aPs/axkl. 
s ,.i 
The first equality results just from interchanging theindices s and j; the 
second from applying the lemma. This completes the proof. 
Now we see how results on symmetric quasi-linear systems apply to the 
system (S). If we know that (S’) has a solution (u,p) of class C”’ and that 
solutions of (5”‘) are unique, then it follows that pk = au/ax,, so that u is a 
solution f(S). 
The results ofthis article have been applied in[2]. After the distribution 
of preprints, I have been informed that Graff has proved an abstract theorem 
/3] based on the derivations i  this article and in [ 11. I have also learned 
that he results ofthis article were independently derived byKato. 
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